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NOW JUST ISN’T A GOOD TIME FOR 
ME. IF NOT NOW, WHEN? I’M NOT 
INTERESTED IN SITTING IN ANOTHER 
CLASSROOM. I NEED SOMETHING 
DIFFERENT THAN TRADITIONAL 
EDUCATION. I’LL JUST HAVE TO FIND 
ANOTHER WAY TO ADVANCE MY 
CAREER. FLEXIBILITY WILL ALLOW 
ME TO REACH MY GOALS. I DON’T 
HAVE ENOUGH FREE TIME AS IT IS. 
I NEED TO TAKE A DEGREE THAT 
CAN BE COMPLETED FROM HOME. 
NETWORKING IS REALLY IMPORTANT 
TO ME. I NEED MY PEERS TO BE 
WORKING PROFESSIONALS. I HAVE TO 
STAY ACTIVE IN MY INDUSTRY. I CAN 
APPLY WHAT I’M LEARNING ONLINE 
TO MY CURRENT JOB IN REAL-TIME. 
I’VE HEARD CONFLICTING THINGS 
ABOUT ONLINE EDUCATION. ONLINE 
EDUCATION SPEAKS FOR ITSELF - IT 
JUST MAKES SENSE. 

EMBA



UFRED IS 
FOCUSED ON 
INFLUENTIAL
LEADERSHIP

Our fully-online Executive Master of Business 
Administration (EMBA) program is designed for 
advanced career professionals who aspire to lead 
their organization towards superior performance. 

The program will enhance your capacity to contribute 
strategically while solidifying your understanding of 
management principles. You’ll boost your ability for 
critical thinking while collaborating and networking 
with professionals at your level across Canada and 
around the world.

Our Executive Master of Business Administration 
(EMBA) program will provide you with the 
broad leadership principles required for career 
advancement in today’s business environment, and 
help you to apply your learning in real-time without 
interrupting your career momentum.

UFred programs and courses are designed by a 
special corps of highly qualified professors who 
have deep and successful career experiences in 
both professional business and academic practice. 
Our professors are determined to provide you with 
an education that is thorough, engaging, challenging 
and relevant to the profession of management.

To bring this program to life, the University of 
Fredericton has built a team of e-Learning specialists 
who are second to none. Our team strives to provide 
the most advanced learning environment using our 
current set of tools, while at the same time seeking 
the latest instructional technologies and online 
groupware tools as they emerge.

Our online EMBA program is designed for career
professionals and managers of companies who aspire
to lead their organization towards higher performance.
. 

MODERN EDUCATION FOR MODERN PROFESSIONALS

As you progress towards your degree, you‘ll find 
that concepts learned in the classroom can be 
applied immediately to your career.  Alongside 
like-minded peers and expereinced industry 
professionals, you‘ll be exposed to specific content 
that allows you to enhance your leadership skills.

Going back to school is a big life decision, 
and we’d like to help you through that. 
If you have any questions, concerns, or 
would just like to look over some additional 
information, please don’t hesitate to get in 
touch.  Email us at info@ufred.ca

DISCOVER OUR DIVERSE
SPECIALTY STREAMS



VISUALIZING
YOUR PROGRAM
DURATION
2 – 3.5 years

TUITION
$31,297

MODEL
instructor led

CLASS SIZE
approx. 25 students

FORMAT
fully online

SPECIALIZATION
8 program streams

TIME TO FIND YOUR NICHE & SPECIALIZE

Developing Innovation Skills

Leading Innovation in Organizations

Innovation for Scalable Growth

1) FOUNDATIONAL 
    COURSES
2) SPECIALITY STREAM
     COURSES
3) CAPSTONE
     INTEGRATION PROJECT



The timeline for a student in 
our EMBA program is simple and 
laid out to make studying with 
UFred a comfortable experience. 
After guiding you through the 
application and orientation 
processes, you’ll be eager to dive 
into your foundational courses. 

There are ten (10) foundational 
courses you will take over 2 years 
to begin your EMBA program. 
Spanning 7 weeks each, these 

economics, organizational 
strategy, leadership theory, and 
more. There is just one virtual class 

students maximum flexibility with 
their schedules.

 

 

BUILDING
LEADERSHIP:
FOUNDATIONAL 
BUSINESS CONCEPTS

class. (vClass) a week, a�ording

18 - 25

Let us know how we can help you get ahead in your career · info@ufred.ca



COURSE
DESCRIPTIONS

Leadership Theory and Practice · EMBA 7005   
This course gives students the foundational knowledge they need to critically assess leadership concepts and 
their utility. Students survey the leadership theories of key thinkers and practitioners in the field, learning about 
the empirical, theoretical and pragmatic strengths and limitations of each approach. Through case studies and 
exercises, students develop an understanding of organizational leadership. They will also learn a comprehensive 
set of leadership practices that will have immediate value for application at work.

Financial and Managerial Accounting · EMBA 7010

This course o�ers a comprehensive, graduate level exploration of managerial accounting. The course utilizes 
case studies and audit reports to focus on the use of appropriate accounting systems and the application of 
accounting data in the management of an organization. In conjunction, what accounting data are interesting 
or relevant-to-task, and how such data might be used is dependent upon what the manager is
seeking to accomplish and what other information may or may not be available.

Managerial Finance · EMBA 7015

All managers are required to possess a basic understanding of financial concepts. This course explores the 
principle role of finance via its concepts, calculative applications, and capital market analyses. In
addition, the basic concepts of the time-value of money, rates of return, and valuation are covered. Students will 
learn how capital markets function, what di�erent securities exist, and how to manage cash flow. Credit, risk, 
working capital, and analysis of financial statements receive particular attention. Cases are used throughout the 
course to provide students with hands-on experience in the use of financial tools. Unlike other finance courses, 
this consists of half concept and half mathematics. Besides providing basic math skills, this course should 
provide students with an excellent introduction to financial management concepts.

The Global Economic Environment · EMBA 7020

Systematic understanding of the internal and external economic environments of an organization, and the ability 
to analyze them as a basis for sound decisions, are core pre-requisites of sound leadership. This course reviews 
basic macro and micro-economic concepts (e.g. supply and demand, elasticity, production function, competitive 
environments, pricing, etc.), and illustrates their impact on decision making and strategy formulation. Students 
will learn how to think through economic challenges and opportunities presented to their organization.

Governance, Strategy, and Structure · EMBA 7025

Leading and managing organizations requires knowing something about changing them. This course will assist 
the learner in understanding the drivers of successful organizational change and development; clarify the 
components of an e�ective and healthy organization – the meta-goal for any change e�ort; and understand 
the skills to successfully design, launch, nurture, and lead change.

Systems Thinking & Organizational Design · EMBA 7031

As you move higher in your organization, leaders are being asked to think beyond their own function. They 
are being asked to consider the implications of their analysis and decisions beyond their function to that of 
other functions and even the entire enterprise with all its stakeholders. This, coupled with the increasingly 
complex global environment, leaders need to think more holistically, using concepts of systems thinking, 
design thinking and performance excellence. The learned ability to comprehensively analyze leadership, 
strategy, operations, and performance will prove invaluable to organizations’ leaders. This course, Systems 
Thinking and Organizational Design, gives us the knowledge and skills to understand the inter-relationship 
and impact of decisions across the organization.

Strategic Marketing Planning · EMBA 7035

This course focuses on the strategic marketing planning process from the perspective of two key roles in the 
organization, i.e., the Chief Marketing O�cer (CMO) and the Brand (or Product) Manager. Leaning heavily on
external and internal analyses and the CEO’s strategic guidance, we examine how these managers refine the 
company’s long-term go-tomarket strategy, at both the corporate level and the product level. We also briefly 
examine which leading edge digital applications are most useful with respect to intelligence gathering, analysis, 
decision-making and/or implementation.

Strategic Operations Planning · EMBA 7040

This course focuses on the operational planning process from the perspective of the Chief Operating O�cer 
(COO). Leaning heavily on external and internal analyses and the CEO’s strategic guidance, we examine how 
the COO develops the company’s long-term operations strategy, comprising decisions about supply-chain 
logistics, production, customer service, quality assurance (QA), distribution and field support. 
We also briefly examine which leading edge digital applications are 
most useful with respect to intelligence gathering, analysis, 
decision-making and/or implementation.

Strategic Human Resources Planning · EMBA 7045
In today’s global context the rate of change is accelerating, and personnel have to be world-ready, and 
organizations have to be change-ready. This course examines the human resource recruiting and development 
function and the organizational design function within a global and organizational lifecycle perspective, 
emphasizing how personnel and designs must change as projects and divisions evolve. This dynamic approach 
to organizational development prepares students to diagnose mismatches between existing personnel and 
designs versus changing demands, and to develop personnel and designs to accommodate new realities.

Strategic Information Systems Planning · EMBA 7050

In today’s 24/7 global operating environment, the possession of su�cient and correct information about the 
relevant external and internal environments, obtained and circulated to the right decisionmakers in a timely 
fashion, can spell the di�erence between success and failure. This course introduces the main concepts of 
management information systems (MIS), examines how the design of MIS can a�ect the performance of an 
organization, and explores the process of information systems planning from the perspective of the CIO.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Following successful completion of your foundational courses, you’ll begin studying the material in your desired 
specialty stream. Proceeding through your stream in preparation for the capstone project that concludes your 
studies, you will refine your leadership abilities and be given a platform to execute what you’ve learned. For 
detailed information on these stages of your program, please contact your student services advisor.

ONLINE. ON PURPOSE.
Education designed exclusively for online learning.  

INFO@UFRED.CA  + 1 877 454 6232 

APPLY NOW


